DESIGN STUDY

Wisconsin Precision Casting Corporation
Investment Casting and Industrial Pumps
Wisconsin Precision Casting Corporation (WPC) is an investment casting manufacturer providing
a variety of products and services to its growing customer base. Investment casting is a process
that uses sacrificial patterns made of wax or special alloys. It is one of the oldest manufacturing
methods used for making jewelery and statues dating back over 5,000 years! The process
then involved carving in wax and dipping the carving into slurry of sand and then melting it.
With the advent of 3D printing, the interest in the technique is growing in all industrial verticals,
providing great benefits with design detail, flexibility, and reduced costs. By utilizing the latest
technologies and expertise in investment casting WPC provides customers with solutions to
save time, money, and stress. From the customer’s initial design to the final product, WPC of fers
support throughout the entire casting process. Whether it’s engineering support, alloy selection
or part size, WPC continues to exceed customer expectations for service, quality, cost and ontime delivery.
Trends in casting continue to evolve in order to adapt to industries in which casted parts
are used. In order for WPC to meet the demands of these industries and its customers, it is
imperative that the latest technologies, machines, and tools are employed.
During a recent design study with solidThinking, the optimization and redesign of a regenerative
turbine pump cover was investigated. Regenerative turbine pumps allow fluid to travel through
the vanes of the pump multiple times, while centrifugal pumps only allow fluid to travel through
the centrifugal impeller once. Regenerative turbine pumps are capable of high pressure and
require close tolerances to perform ef ficiently. The goals for this redesign were to reduce material
usage in the pump’s cover, maintain original strength and performance and improve casting
ef ficiency. WPC provided casting expertise while solidThinking provided structural analysis
expertise using its simulation tools, Inspire and Click2Cast®.
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INDUSTRY
Investment Casting and Industrial Pumps

CHALLENGE
Reducing costs of regenerative turbine pump
cover investment castings through structural
design optimization and manufacturing
process simulation.

SOLUTION
Employing solidThinking Inspire for shape
optimization and solidThinking Click2Cast®
for filling analysis and detailed solidification
results.

RESULTS
• Change ingate orientation and size which
improved the process efficiency compared
to original design.
• 8% mass reduction of pump cover while still
maintaining original strength and stiffness.
• Reduced time in manufacturing/production.
• Minimization of casting porosity while
optimizing the pump cover structure.
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SOLIDTHINKING IN THE DESIGN AND CASTING PROCESS
Considering the end goal of weight reduction while maintaining the part’s strength and overall performance, the redesign consisted of three phases.
In the first phase, WPC inherited the original design from its customer and quickly recognized the need for a more efficient pouring process. WPC
reduced the number of ingates and changed the part orientation on the sprue to allow for more parts per pour. These changes would allow WPC
to spend less time degating the part while reducing the overall cost per part. This change required a substantial redesign of the cover to facilitate.
The next phase in the redesign focused on the optimization of the pump cover structure. While utilizing solidThinking Inspire, loads and critical
features for casting were identified and a baseline analysis on the proven design was completed. The pump cover was then optimized in Inspire and
resulted in an 8% mass reduction and increased strength. During the optimization process, casting metrics were also validated such as porosity and
solidification time.

“By changing the ingate orientation and size we can greatly reduce our
time per part. Being able to discuss part performance greatly increases the
engineering value we can bring to the table,” explains Claude Klemowits, Vice
President of Engineering, Wisconsin Precision Casting.

Original Design on 2 Cavity Sprue Layout

Modified Design on 6 Cavity Sprue Layout

“When setting up structural optimization studies it forces the design team to really think about the product holistically. What features are critical and
must be maintained or added for both part function and secondary operation? What sets of loads will the design need to withstand? How will the
part be oriented in the mold during manufacturing? Because Inspire accounts for these parameters, the process brings all the parties to the table,
from design all the way to manufacturing,” explains Dave Roccaforte, solidThinking Senior Application Engineer.

Original Design
for 2 Cavity Layout

Design Modification
for 6 Cavity Layout

Structurally Optimized Design

PolyNURB Representation
of Optimized Part

During the final phase, Inspire was used to redesign the geometry of the pump cover with PolyNURB wraps over the optimized geometry. Once
redesigned, a casting analysis was conducted in Click2Cast to verify that the cavity and sprue design were suitable for pouring. At this stage, the
gates were narrowed to further decrease degating time and a final filling and solidification study was run. After completing the prototype, WPC
used the flexibility of printed wax patterns to form the mold.
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6 Cavity Layout
Original Design

6 Cavity Layout
Optimized Design

X-rays at 2 power levels to verify absence of porosity in critical areas.

DESIGN STUDY RESULTS
Once the pour was completed, the final parts were x-rayed, studied and contained minimal
porosity, which accurately compared to the casting analysis that was completed in Click2Cast.
This comprehensive design study allowed WPC to have a better understanding of the
optimization and pour process, and provided knowledge on techniques for future designs.

ABOUT WISCONSIN PRECISION CASTING CORPORATION
The primarily family owned corporation, of Wisconsin Precision Casting was founded in 1964 as
a precision manufacturer of investment castings. Wisconsin Precision Casting services several
industries including: medical equipment, food and dairy equipment, heavy machinery, industrial
pumps, metal fabrication, and more. WPC continues to see significant growth over recent years,
especially with the 2015 acquisition of Northern Precision Casting. With the acquisition and
increased demand for their products and services, WPC has expanded and now operates in two
Wisconsin based facilities to better serve their customer base.

Filling simulation of the regenerative prototype
turbine pump cover in solidThinking Click2Cast.

Wisconsin Precision Casting Corporation
300 Interchange N
Lake Geneva, WI 53147 US
www.wisconsinprecision.com

Actual pour of regenerative turbine pump cover
at WPC.
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Click2Cast is a fast, easy, accurate and affordable casting simulation
environment focused on creating high quality components with increased
profitability through a highly intuitive user experience catering to
beginners and experts alike. Users are able to avoid typical casting
defects such as air entrapment, shrinkage porosity, cold shuts, mold
degradation and more by using Click2Cast.

Learn More About
Inspire and Click2Cast at
solidThinking.com

solidThinking Inspire enables design engineers, product designers,
and architects to create and investigate structurally efficient concepts
quickly and easily. Traditional structural simulations allow engineers to
check if a design will support the required loads. Inspire enhances this
process by generating a new material layout within a package space
using the loads as an input. The software is easy to learn and works
with existing CAD tools to help design structural parts right the first
time, reducing costs, development time, material consumption, and
product weight.

ABOUT SOLIDTHINKING
solidThinking employs a relentless focus on delivering innovative
technology with a streamlined user experience. Its tools empower users
and organizations to make informed decisions and design, engineer,
manufacture, and deliver amazing products to market faster than
ever before. solidThinking’s tools are sold and supported through a
global network of industry and domain experts. solidThinking is a
wholly owned subsidiary of Altair where its products are also available
through the Altair HyperWorks® suite.
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